Every four years, like clockwork, the far-left fringe of the Democratic Party comes out of the
woodwork with one or another idea which is sure to polarize the electorate against them,
driving vast tracts of voters into the waiting embrace of the right, and ensuring another
insuﬀerable term of Republican leadership. I know, I am a member of the far-left fringe. But, I
can see this for what it is; a bad idea with the potential to screw the party out of yet another
opportunity to lead.
“The vast amount of human activity ought to be none of the government’s business,” Frank
said during a Capitol Hill news conference. “I don’t think it is the government’s business to
tell you how to spend your leisure time.”
Legislators aim to snuﬀ out penalties for pot use – CNN.com
Four years ago it was Gavin Newsom, mayor of San Francisco, who just couldn’t wait for the
law to catch up to his ambition, and almost single-handedly started the stampede towards
same-sex marriage in California. This time it’s Barney Frank and marijuana. Jeez!
Must we? How does this do anything but help the right? Barack Obama will have to choose
between endorsing the move, giving a potentially powerful wedge to McCain, or opposing it,
further disenchanting a sizable chunk of the youth vote who are already disillusioned by his
rightward tack on FISA and other recent changes (be they real or perceived).
Why did Frank have to bring this up now? What possible purpose is served when he knows,
and he must know, that it will not possibly pass his own house, hell even his own caucus, let
alone get to the president’s desk.
Yikes what poor legislative reasoning he has. Must have an old pot debt to clear.
Do us a favor Barney, go back to reading the New Yorker.

